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Abstract—The irreversibility temperatures were measured for
-axis oriented and -axis in-plane aligned Y123/Pr123 multilayer
films in various magnetic fields. Pr123 layers act as two-dimen-
sional (planer) -axis correlated artificial pinning centers (APCs)
in the multilayer films. In the irreversibility field -temperature
     curves, the crossover was observed near matching
field for the multilayer films, when the magnetic fields were
applied parallel to the -axis of the film   . It is suggested
the vortex state in Y123 films with two-dimensional APCs is Bose
glass below the crossover field. The   curves under
shifted toward lower temperature and magnetic field regions.
Index Terms—High-temperature superconductors, multilayer
films, superconducting films, vortex pinning.
I. INTRODUCTION
F OR PRACTICAL use of (RE123; REis rare-earth elements) superconductors, to increase their
critical current density is imperative. RE123 thin films
have relatively-high due to natural pinning centers, such as
dislocations which are introduced into the films during the film
growth [1]. However, of RE123 films drastically decrease
under magnetic fields. Furthermore, the becomes a minimum
in the magnetic field parallel to the -axis when the mag-
netic field angular dependence of is measured [2]. Thus, the
improvement of , especially under , is necessary. Re-
cently, many researchers have revealed that the introduction of
-axis correlated artificial pinning centers (APCs) like
(BZO) nanorods into RE123 films is a very effective method to
improve their [3], [4].
There are three types of APCs from the shape: linear
(one-dimensional), planer (two-dimensional) and granular
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(three-dimensional) APCs. We have studied on two-dimen-
sional APCs by growing -axis oriented multilayer films, in
which Y123 as the superconducting layer and Pr123 as the
non-superconducting layer are alternately stacked along the
-axis [5], “to be published” [6], [7]. The -axis oriented and
-axis in-plane aligned Y123/Pr123 multilayer films have two
types of pinning centers. One is intrinsic pinning centers (Cu-O
chains) and the other is two-dimensional APCs (Pr123 layers).
In our previous works [7], anomalous irreversibility lines were
observed for the Y123/Pr123 multilayer film. The irreversibility
lines under shifted toward lower temperature and mag-
netic field regions.
In this paper, irreversibility temperatures are measured
in various magnetic fields for the multilayer films with the dif-
ferent Pr123 layer spacing. In particular, the difference between
irreversibility lines under and is discussed. The ef-
fects of the matching field in the irreversibility lines are
also discussed.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A pulsed ArF excimer laser deposition (PLD) method was
used for the growth of -axis oriented and -axis in-plane
aligned Y123/Pr123 multilayer films on (100)
(SLGO) substrates with a (Gd214) buffer layer
[8], [9]. All the multilayer films were grown by using sintered
Y123 targets (38 mm in diameter) with a rectangular Pr123
ceramic on the surface. The targets were rotated with rotation
speed of 0.5 rpm during the film growth. Two types of -axis
oriented and -axis in-plane aligned Y123/Pr123 multilayer
films, which have the different distance of Pr123 interlayer,
were grown. To grow the two films, two types of targets as
shown in Fig. 1 were used in PLD. Each target has the Pr123
region of mm mm and mm mm for the
target and , respectively.
Gd214 buffer was grown at 730 and pulse frequency of
1 Hz for 5 minutes on the SLGO substrate for the two multilayer
films. The film was grown using the target at 700 and
pulse frequency of 5 Hz for 12 minutes. The film was grown
using the target at 680 and pulse frequency of 5 Hz for
12 minutes.
The crystal phases and orientations of the multilayer films
were determined by x-ray diffraction (XRD) -scans and
XRD -scans. Cross-sectional observations of the multilayer
films were studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
to evaluate the multilayer structure. Simultaneously, energy
1051-8223/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Schematic images of ceramic targets (38 mm in diameter) in PLD. Each
target has the Pr123 region of      mm   mm and      mm   mm
for the target   and .
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis was carried out
to distribution of Y and Pr in the grown films. The resistivity
values of the films were measured by a conventional four-probe
method. The under each magnetic field was defined as the
temperature where the resistivity is a thousandth part of
that at 93 K.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Preferential Orientations and Microstructures of the
Obtained Films
The XRD -scans showed that -axis oriented Y123
films were grown on the SLGO substrate with the Gd214
buffer. Peaks were observed at 180 interval in the -scans of
Y123 (102) for the two films, indicating the -axis of Y123 is
in-plane aligned.
Fig. 2 shows the cross-sectional view of the films and .
Both films have white and black contrasts parallel to the -axis
(parallel to the substrate surface) in the bright field images,
which correspond to the elemental distribution of Y and Pr,
respectively. The XRD measurements and TEM observations
revealed that obtained two films and are -axis oriented
and -axis in-plane aligned Y123/Pr123 multilayer films. From
the TEM images, the layer thicknesses of Y123 and Pr123 are
15 nm and 5 nm for the film , 32 nm and 7 nm for
the film , respectively. Assuming that vortices form equilat-
eral triangle lattice in the Pr123 interlayer, the distance between
Pr123 layers corresponds to the height of the triangle. Then, the
calculated of the Y123/Pr123 multilayer films and are
4.5 T and 1 T, respectively.
B. Irreversibility Lines of the Multilayer Films
The irreversibility lines (the magnetic field dependence of
), which are determined from the resistivity- curves under
various magnetic fields, are shown in Fig. 3. As previously re-
ported [7], for the multilayer film , the irreversibility field
under is higher than that under in all the
measured magnetic fields above 0.5 T. Similarly, the under
is higher than that under for the multilayer film ,
however, up to 2 T. This result indicates that the inserted Pr123
layers act as effective -axis correlated two-dimensional APCs
Fig. 2. Cross-sectional TEM images for the films   and . Upper images
show bright field images (BFI). Middle and bottom images show EDX results
using Y K-line and Pr L-line in the same region as BFI.
Fig. 3. The irreversibility lines for an -axis oriented Y123 film ( and ) and
the Y123/Pr123 multilayer films,   ( and ) and  ( and ). Open and
closed symbols indicate the irreversibility line under  and , respec-
tively.
and the increase the number of inserted Pr123 layers should in-
crease the . As shown in Fig. 4, the irreversibility lines of
the Y123/Pr123 multilayer films denote a pronounced crossover
at 4 and 1.6 T for the films and , respectively. In
magnetic fields below , an upward curvature is observed for
both films. By contrast, the irreversibility lines show a linear de-
pendence with temperature in magnetic fields above . These
interesting curves are observed only for the multilayer
films in our experiments. Similar curves were observed
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Fig. 4. The irreversibility lines under   near the crossover field   for
the Y123/Pr123 multilayer films,  and. Broken and solid lines are included
as a visual guide.
in heavy-ion-irradiated Y123 crystals [10], [11], films [12], and
(BNO) doped Er123 films [13]. The crossover field
in irradiated Y123 crystals corresponded to their determined
from the irradiation dose [10]. Moreover, in BNO doped Er123
films, the density, calculated from the , of the introduced
-axis correlated columnar defects are roughly in accordance
with the density of those in a cross-sectional TEM image [13].
The upward curvature below the was reported to be ex-
plained on the Bose glass transition, as the crossover from the
Bose glass to a viscous vortex liquid in the irradiated Y123 crys-
tals [10]. Therefore the irreversibility lines for the Y123/Pr123
multilayer films, as shown in Fig. 3, suggest that a vortex state
below is the Bose glass. In this experiments, the of
4 T (for the multilayer film ) and 1.6 T (for the multilayer
film ) give close agreement with the calculated of 4.5 T
and 1 T from the cross-sectional TEM images as shown in
Fig. 2. The vortex state under of two-dimensional APCs in-
duced by the multilayer structure consisting of -axis oriented
Y123 and Pr123 should be Bose glass.
Fig. 5 shows the irreversibility lines normalized by critical
temperature for an -axis oriented Y123 film and the Y123/
Pr123 multilayer films. The curves under are
close to each other, as observed for the irradiated Y123 films
[12]. In contrast, the irreversibility lines under markedly
shifted toward lower temperature and magnetic field regions by
inserting Pr123 layers. The degree of the shift is related to the
number of the Pr123 layers when compared the irreversibility
lines for the two multilayer films. This result suggests the in-
sertion of Pr123 layers, as two-dimensional APCs, vertical to
the planes weakens the continuity of the intrinsic pin-
ning centers. The introducing one-dimensional APCs, such as
columnar defects induced by irradiating heavy ions and doping
of BZO and BNO, is also effective to improve the under
. Meanwhile under , the weakening or breaking of
the continuity in Cu-O chains could occur.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The irreversibility lines were studied for -axis oriented and
-axis in-plane aligned Y123/Pr123 multilayer films. The mul-
tilayer films have two-dimensional (planer) -axis correlated
APCs, which are Pr123 layers. For the multilayer film which
Fig. 5. The irreversibility lines normalized by (a) under  and (b) 
for an -axis oriented Y123 film and the Y123/Pr123 multilayer films,  and.
have higher , the under was higher than that under
in higher magnetic fields. The crossover in the
curves was observed near for the multilayer films under
. This result suggested the vortex state in Y123 films with
two-dimensional APCs is Bose glass below the . The inser-
tion of Pr123 layers caused a shift in curves under
toward lower temperature and magnetic field regions.
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